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INTRODUCTION 
Zariski developed a theory of complete ideals for two-dimensional 
regularlocal rings in [Zl] and in appendix live of [Z3]. His main result is 
that in such rings there is unique factorization of complete ideals into 
products of simple complete ideals. 
Although for two-dimensional regular local rings, and for two-dimen- 
sional local rings with rational singularities the product of complete ideals 
is again complete, this does not hold in general. However, there is the 
classical *-product of complete ideals. If I, and I, are complete, I, *I, is the 
completion of I, I,. 
Let (R, m) be a complete normal local domain of dimension two. Let 
m(R) be the semi-group of m-primary complete ideals with the *-product. 
Lipman proved in [L] that if R/m is algebraically closed, and R is a 
U.F.D., then m(R) has unique factorization. The converse is proved in 
[C]. Gohner conjectured in [G] that if R is semi-factorial, then m(R) is 
semi-factorial. Gohner proved that R semi-factorial implies that m(R) 
is semi-factorial. The converse, when R/m is algebraically closed, is proved 
in [Cl. 
In both [Zl] and [Z3] Zariski raised the question of how his theory 
generalizes to regular local rings of higher dimensions. In this note we 
address this question. We study factorization of complete ideals in regular 
local rings of dimension greater than or equal to three. 
In contrast to the case of regular rings of dimension two, the product of 
two complete ideals may not be complete. Examples can be constructed of 
complete ideals I such that I” is not complete for some positive power n, by 
making use of Lipman’s observation, Lemma 5.2 of [L], that if all positive 
powers of I are complete, then the scheme obtained by blowing up I is 
normal. 
The following very simple example of two complete ideals whose product 
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is not complete is given by Huneke in [H]. In k[x, y],,,,,, = R, take 
Z= (x2 + y3, m4), J= (y’, WI”). Let I, = (Z, z), Ji = (J, z) in S= R[Z](,,,,. 
I, and J, are complete, but Z,J, is not complete. Huneke also gives an 
example of a complete ideal whose product with the maximal ideal is not 
complete. 
In Section III we prove that factorization of complete ideals into 
*-simple complete ideals by the *-product is not unique in a large class of 
regular local rings. To be precise, we prove the following theorem: 
Let k be an algebraically closed field. Let R be a regular local ring of 
dimension greater than or equal to three such that R is a localization of a 
finitely generated k-algebra. Then R does not have unique factorization of 
complete ideals by the *-product into *-simple complete ideals. 
I 
The following notations and definitions can be found in [L, Sect. 51, and 
in [Z3]. 
Let R be a normal domain, with Z an ideal in R. The completion Z’ of Z 
in R is the ideal consisting of all a E R such that u” + b, an- ’ + . . + b, = 0 
for some bi E I’. If .Z is another ideal in R, define Z * J= (ZJ)‘. It is shown 
that Z’ * J’= (ZJ)’ in the introduction to Chapter V of [IL]. Every prime 
ideal is a complete ideal, since from the definition, every radical ideal is 
complete. 
A complete ideal K in R is called *-simple if K # Z * .Z for any two proper 
ideals Z and J in R. R is said to have unique factorization of complete ideals 
if every complete ideal in R is in a unique way a *-product of *-simple 
complete ideals. 
If X is a normal variety, and if d is an ideal sheaf on X, then the com- 
pletion d’ of d can be defined as follows: for any open U c X, f( U, G”) 
consists of the sections s E f( U, @.r) for which there exists an open cover 
{ V,} of U such that for each ~1, if s, = SI I’,, there is a relation 
(sa)“z + U,,(SJ+’ + .‘. + anal = 0, 
with urz E Z( V,, di) (i= 1, 2, . . . . n,). 
DEFINITION. Let f: X+ Y be a morphism of schemes such that 
f,(Ox) = 0,. Let d be an 9, ideal. We say that & is contracted for f if d 
is of the form f,(2) for some OX ideal f. 
The following two lemmas, Lemma 5.3, and Proposition 6.2 of [L] will 
be useful. 
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LEMMA 1. Let X be an integral scheme with sheaf of rational functions 
gx. Let z! be a quasi-coherent Ox-submodule of W,, and let f: X + Y be a 
quasi-compact quasi-separated birational map. If zz2 is complete, then so is 
f*(d). 
LEMMA 2. Let Y be an irreducible normal noetherian scheme. A coherent 
Lo,-ideal d is complete iff d is contracted for every proper birational map f: 
x-t Y. 
II 
In this section we study some linear systems on a rational variety which 
will be useful in our study of unique factorization. 
Let k be an algebraically closed field. Let L c P; be a linear two-dimen- 
sional variety, so that L g [Fp’. Let pl, pz, . . . . p8 be eight distinct points of L 
such that no three of the pi lie on a line, and no six of the pi lie on a conic. 
Let f: X-+ P” be the blowup of pl, . . . . ps. Let D= 3f*(H) -E, - 
E, - . . . - E,, where H is a hyperplane section on IFP”, and E, , . . . . E, are the 
exceptional divisors for f: 
LEMMA 3. D is ample, but Ox(D) is not generated by global sections. 
Proof: We will use induction on n. When n = 2 this is a classical result. 
X= S, is a del-Pezzo surface of degree one. IDI = 1 -K, 1 is the anti- 
canonical system which has one base point, and 1301 is very ample. This is 
discussed in Chater IV and in Exercise 11 of Chapter IV of [B], and in 
Chapter IV, Sect. 24 of [M]. 
Now assume that the assertion is true for n < r. We will verify the lemma 
for n=r+ 1. Let WCP’+’ be any linear r-dimensional space containing 
Pl> ..t P8. Suppose that Pr+i has the homogeneous coordinates 
t-u ():x1: -..:x,+1), and that W is the zero locus of x,, I = 0. Let 2 = 
f ~ ’ [ W] be the proper transform of W. 
We will first verify that Ox(D) is not generated by global sections. There 
is a restriction map H”(Q(D)) + @(Ox(D) @ (0,). By assumption, 
Ox(D) @ I?‘& is not generated by global sections, so that Lx(D) is not 
generated by global sections. 
Now we will show that Im DI is very ample for large m, first verifying 
that Im DJ has no base points for m $0. It is clear that jrn DI has no base 
points off of Z since m D - mZ + f *(2mH), where H is a hyperplane sec- 
tion of P’+ ‘. Im DI h as no base points on Z will follow if we can check that 
ff?Lo,(m D)) -+ ff’(G”Z(m D)) is a surjection. H”(UX(m D)) corresponds to 
the linear system with assigned base points 13mH - mp, - . . - mp, I on 
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P r+‘, and JP(&(mD)) corresponds to 13mH-mp, - ... -mp,I on W. If 
F 0, . . . . F, are forms of degree 3m in k[x,, . . . . x,] corresponding to a basis of 
HO(Q(m D)), then they correspond to a subspace of @(&$(mD)). The 
result now follows since l!&(m D) is generated by global sections for m & 0. 
Now we will show that Irn DI is very ample for m 9 0. For m $0, Irn DJ 
maps X to a variety of dimension r + 1, since D N ZS f*(2H) with H a 
hyperplane section of P+ ‘. This means that for all sufficiently large values 
rtz, Im DI gives a birational morphism g: A’+ Y, where Y is a normal 
variety. This follows from the discussion on pages 581-582 of [Z2]. It is 
clear that g is an isomorphism away fromf-‘( IV). By induction, g(Z is an 
isomorphism. g is a projective morphism, and every curve on E, is 
numerically equivalent to a multiple of a line on E,, so if g contracts a 
curve on Ei to a point, g will have to contract E, to a point. In fact, if a 
base point free linear system L on P’ contracts a curve C to a point and if 
D is a general member of L, (C . D) = 0, so that L = 0, and L induces a 
map on P’ which contracts P’ to a point. But this is impossible since the 
dimension of Ei n Z is greater than or equal to one. Hence glE, is finite for 
each i, and g is an isomorphism by Zariski’s main theorem. 
III 
In this section we prove that unique factorization of complete ideals does 
not hold in a large class of regular local rings. 
Let k be an algebraically closed field. Let R be a regular local ring of 
dimension t b 3 which is a localization of a finitely generated k-algebra. Let 
m be the maximal ideal of R. Let g: Z --+ spec(R) be the morphism obtained 
by blowing up m. Let E g P’ i be the exceptional divisor. Let H = -E. 
Note that H. E is a hyperplane section of E. Let L be a two-dimensional 
linear subvariety of E. Let p,, pz, . . . . ps be eight distinct points of L such 
that no three of the pi lie on a line, and no six of the pi lie on a conic. Let f: 
X+ Z be the morphism obtained by blowing up the eight points p,, . . . . Re. 
Let h = fo g: X+ spec(R). Denote the proper transform of E by E, = 
fp’[El. Let E,, . . . . E, be the exceptional divisors forf, where E, = fp ‘(p,). 
Let D= -3E,-4E, - ... - 4E,. Let H, = f*(H). Note that E, with the 
divisor DIE, is of the type discussed in Section I, since D . E, = 
(3H, - E, - ... - E,).E,. 
LEMMA 4. &(D + sH,) is generated by sections over R for s $0. 
Proof This is equivalent to showing that 
h*h,@*(rH,--E, - ..t -E8)-+C0x(rH0-E, - . . -E,) 
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is a surjection for r 9 0. Since X is just Z with eight points p,, . . . . ps blown 
up, we know that f*f,ox(-E, - . . . -E,)-+cx(-E, - . . . -Ed) is a 
surjection, so that 
f*f,fl,drff,-E, - ... -E,)-+C!&(rH,-E, - . . . -I&) (*) 
is a surjection. Since UZ( - E) is ample over R, 
s*(s,(f,O,&E, - ... -E8)O@A--E))) 
I 
f,C&-E, - ... - E,)@&( -rE) (**) 
is a surjection for r 9 0. Applying f * to (**) and using (*) gives the desired 
result. 
LEMMA 5. cO,(rD) is generated by sections over R for r 9 0, but ox(D) is 
not generated by sections over R. 
Proof: It s&ices to show that D is relatively ample over R. By [G, 
Theorem TII.4.7.1] D is ample over R if and only if ox(D) @ LQs is ample on 
the scheme S=E, +E, + ... + E,. Let T be the disjoint union of E,, 
E,, . . . . E,, and let a: T + S be the natural map. a*(flx(D)@ Q) is ample on 
T since D is ample restricted to each Ei. By Proposition 111.2.6.2 of [G], 
ox(D) 0 Ds is ample on S. 
L”,(D) is not generated by its sections over R. This follows from con- 
sideration of the restriction map 4,(,(D) + p(CQEO(D)), and from the fact 
that p(OEO(D)) does not generate CIEO(D) by Lemma 1. 
Recall that R is any regular local ring of dimension t > 3 which is a 
localization of a finitely generated k-algebra, for an algebraically closed 
field k. 
THEOREM 6. R does not have unique factorization of complete m-primary 
ideals. 
Proof: We will assume unique factorization, and derive a contradiction. 
By Lemmas 4 and 5, we know that there are numbers r > 0 and s > 0 such 
that Ox(rHO + D) and cO,(sD) are generated by sections over R. Clearly 
UY(HO) = m Ux is generated by sections over R. 49 = L?I((rsH,, + SD) is then 
generated by sections over R. 
9 = L!jx(rH, + D)@‘= Cox(H,)@“‘S@ ox(sD). 
Let I= h,ox(rH, + D), J= h,l,(sD), m = h*L,(H,). I and J are complete 
by Lemma 1. 
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(P)‘=h,(l”C&). This follows from the inclusions I”ch,(ZYQx) c 
h,((Z”)’ fix) = (P)‘. h,(Z’Q) is complete by Lemma 1, and the last equality 
holds by Lemma 2. By the same argument, J*m”=h,(Jm’“Ox). Since 
JmrsOx = dip = I’CO,, we have J*mrs = (P)‘. m is clearly *-simple, so by 
unique factorization, I = mr * K for some complete ideal K. 
We have Cflx(rH, + D) = m’ * KOx. The completion as an Ox ideal of 
m’KL’, is then Gx(rHo + D). Write m’KO,y = Cx(rHo + D)d, where f is an 
ideal sheaf in I$. The completion of $ must be &, so f = (fix, and 
m*KL?, = Ox(rHO + D). This shows that KO.y = (fix(D), which is a contradic- 
tion since c?,(D) is not generated by its section over R by Lemma 3. 
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